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-Executive Summary -

Executive Summary
The North Coast Trail will open the door to a new unparalleled pristine
wilderness adventure in Cape Scott Provincial Park. This report documents the
planning, construction and management of the trail to provide insight and
procedural guidance. Route descriptions, detailed maps and recommendations
are then assembled to form a comprehensive management guide that will direct
the Northern Vancouver Island Trails Society in future undertakings along the
North Coast Trail.
Strategic Forest Management was contracted by the Northern Vancouver Island
Trails Society to begin planning and construction of the Cape Scott North Coast
Trail project in 2004. The trail was effectively completed by the winter of 2007
and is scheduled for official opening in the spring of 2008. Strategic Forest
Management undertook the North Coast Trail project with great attention to
safe work practices, low environmental impact, recreation values and ambitious
production goals.
The North Coast Trail follows in the footsteps of the Danish settlers who first
landed on Vancouver Island’s northern coastline over 100 years ago. The trail
provides a breathtaking wilderness experience and a glimpse into both First
Nations and European history. Various infrastructure is built along the route,
including cable cars, extensive boardwalk and campsites. All work is completed
to a high standard and provides the foundation for a world-class hiking trail
and an economic impetus to help revitalize the North Island.
This report begins by providing a detailed description of the planning,
construction and management that has gone into the North Coast Trail project.
This will enable future development of the trail to follow proven methodology
and make the most of limited financial resources.
For descriptive purposes, the North Coast Trail has been broken down into 5
sections. These trail sections and their associated facilities are then described
in detail, including route location, special features and significant
infrastructure. The route descriptions also contain photographs and detailed
maps of the trail sections described.
Following each trail section description, future management recommendations
and potential improvements are supplied with reference to priority levels and
precise locations. In addition, a series of maps with GPS data have been
included in the document. The route descriptions, management issues,
potential improvements, and the corresponding maps can be used by the
Northern Vancouver Island Trails Society as a comprehensive management plan
for the North Coast Trail and all associated facilities and infrastructure. The
plan is also intended to be used by the Society to assess future funding
priorities and best organize resources around these goals.
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-Executive Summary The North Coast Trail will become a backcountry destination for hikers from
around the globe. Trail construction was completed by the end of the 2007
season with the grand opening planned for the spring of 2008. This report
provides planning and construction methodologies, detailed route descriptions
and future recommendations to form a management guide that will assist the
Northern Vancouver Island Trails Society in planning for necessary upcoming
trail improvements and additions. The foundation has been laid for a hiking
experience that will captivate outdoor enthusiasts and help to re-energize the
economy of the North Island.
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A Brief History of the North Coast Trail
Cape Scott Provincial Park is a Class A Wilderness Park located on the northern
tip of Vancouver Island. The park has a rich history of First Nations use and
also shows signs of failed Danish settlement attempts during the late 19th and
early 20th centuries. Originally established in 1973, Cape Scott Park was
expanded in 1995 to include the area known as the “Nahwitti – Shushartie
Addition”. Almost immediately, formal and informal planning started for the
development of The North Coast Trail (NCT) as the new park addition supplied
an ideal corridor for the route. In 2003, The Northern Vancouver Island Trails
Society (NVITS), working with BC Parks, hired The Westland Group to produce
the first privately commissioned intensive study and report on the proposed
NCT. In 2004, Strategic Forest Management (SFMI) was selected to manage the
project and quickly began field work on the trail, flagging and brushing the
route throughout the fall and winter. SFMI continues to be the primary
consultant on the project.
Cape Scott Provincial Park is the asserted traditional territory of 3 First
Nations: the Quatsino, the Tlatlasikwala, and the Kwakiutl (Cape Scott
Provincial Park Management Plan 3). Arguably the most important First
Nations site near the NCT is located at Cape Sutil. Throughout the 1800’s, and
likely much earlier, many First Nations of the area were concentrated in a
fortified village on the east side of Cape Sutil, then called Nahwitti (Cape Scott
Provincial Park Background Document 20). The village was destroyed in 1851
by the British navy and most of the inhabitants killed (Peterson 75). The few
survivors relocated to Hope Island and then eventually to Alert Bay (ibid). The
area around the “capital” village of Cape Sutil became I.R. 4 in 1879 (Cape Scott
Provincial Park Background Document 20). There are still some signs of the
village today including middens, culturally modified trees, rock art and multiple
coastline trails.

Archaeologist Aaron Bible identifies a culturally modified tree near Cape Sutil
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-A Brief History The next wave of inhabitants to the Cape Scott area were the Danish settlers.
In 1896, Rasmus Hansen and N.C. Nelson landed at Fisherman’s Bay and
started exploring the possibilities of starting a colony in the western portion of
what is now Cape Scott Provincial Park (Peterson 26-27). The settlers in this
area worked in a very organized manner, arriving in groups and building large
communities interconnected by trails and rough corduroy roads. Schools,
churches, farms and general stores dotted the landscape as the settlers waited
for the federal government to fulfill their promise to build a proper road
connecting their colony to the rest of northern Vancouver Island.

Early Cape Scott settlers, including N.C. Nelson (bottom row, second from left).
From Lester Peterson’s “The Cape Scott Story”

Settlements also began to appear along the northeast coast of present day Cape
Scott Park and the NCT corridor. The developments in this area followed a
different pattern than those on the west side of the park, with individuals and
families arriving in small parties and building homesteads interspersed at great
distances along the future Nahwitti – Shushartie Addition (Peterson 76). Some
of the locations of homesteads included Shuttleworth Bight, the Nahwitti River,
Skinner Creek and Shushartie Bay.
By 1909, the original settlement near Cape Scott was all but abandoned and
many settlers moved south to the San Josef Bay and Quatsino Sound areas.
The outbreak of war in 1914 effectively put a halt to infrastructure
construction, including the promised road building that would connect the
Cape Scott settlers to the rest of the island. The southern colony in San Josef
Bay eventually disbanded throughout the early 1900’s, leaving buildings and
equipment to be overgrown by the hungry salal; however, the stories and
legends of the settlers have been preserved by family and historians throughout
the years (Peterson 79-80).
In 1973, Cape Scott Provincial Park was created in order to “ensure the longterm protection and interpretation of the natural and cultural values” of the
area, assure “protection of wildlife habitats” and “create regionally and
provincially significant visual, recreation and tourism opportunities” (Cape
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-A Brief History Scott Provincial Park Management Plan 16-23). In 1995, the Nahwitti –
Shushartie Addition was included within park boundaries, making the total
park area over 22,000 hectares (Cape Scott Provincial Park Management Plan
1). The addition was intended, amongst other strategies, to house the NCT.
The 2003 Cape Scott Provincial Park Management Plan explains the addition:
In 1994, the Vancouver Island Land Use Plan recommended that the
Nahwitti-Shushartie area be added to Cape Scott Provincial Park, in part,
to provide a high quality coastal hiking experience, and that a new North
Coast Trail be developed within this park addition. The concept behind
the development of a North Coast Trail was to help diversify the economy
of northern Vancouver Island by developing a major tourism attraction
that would draw visitors to the area. Since 1994, numerous studies have
been undertaken to further refine and develop the concept for the North
Coast Trail. The North Coast Trail has been suggested as a potential
‘tourism anchor’ for the region (27).

The NVITS was incorporated in 2001 as a non-profit, volunteer
organization and took on the NCT as their first major project. They hired
the Westland Group to create a “conceptual” route for the NCT and in
2003 the report was complete. By 2004, the NVITS had selected SFMI to
manage the project and construct the trail.
SFMI commenced route planning, mapping and trail clearing during the
fall and winter of 2004 and began trail construction in earnest by the
summer of 2005. Unfortunately, the 2006 construction season was
delayed and eventually cancelled in order to focus on generating
significant resources for the following year. By 2007, a revitalized NVITS
motivated the Ministry of Environment to initiate work on the NCT and
secured funding from various federal and provincial sources for the year
ahead. Trail construction began anew. By October 2007, SFMI trail
crews wrapped up their most successful season (over 6 months of
uninterrupted building) by bringing the trail to a safe and operational
level. The official trail opening is planned for the spring of 2008.
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Building the North Coast Trail
Completing the NCT project involved three separate but very interdependent
phases: route planning, infrastructure construction and project management.
The route had to be very carefully planned in order to limit ecological impacts,
maximize recreation values and minimize the amount of necessary time and
resources needed to construct boardwalks, stairs, etc in the field.
Infrastructure construction had many logistical limitations, took place under
strict schedules and field crews enjoyed few amenities while working in the
park. Effective and efficient project management ensured that safety was
always a priority, plans were extremely flexible, crews were well trained and
prepared for shifts, and expensive helicopter time was kept to a minimum. The
three phases involved in building the NCT had to be forward looking to ensure
that no unforeseen obstacles would jeopardize the succeeding phases of the
project
Route Planning
The northern coastline of Vancouver Island is a rugged, remote and wild section
of land, characterized by steep terrain, high precipitation and dense understory.
This made planning the NCT route one of the biggest challenges of the project.
Planning a trail is not dissimilar to planning a remote wilderness access road
and SFMI crews projected their extensive forest engineering experience
seamlessly to the NCT project.
Pre-planning was done using air photos, TRIM data (accurate contour and
resource mapping), in-house maps, GPS data, and anecdotal information to
generate working maps. Next, field planning started with reconnaissance of the
immediate area to determine the best and safest trail route. Crews hung
flagging ribbon along the route and followed with a survey of the marked route
to show the location of the trail, necessary infrastructure ranked by priority,
helicopter drop zones, base camp locations, stream crossings, special concerns
and any other notable features. Finally, this data was brought back to the
office where SFMI’s GIS department generated highly detailed maps that would
be used during the construction phase of the project.

SFMI crews used total station surveys to plan parts of the route.
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-Building the North Coast Trail The NCT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

route was diligently planned to:
provide reasonable hiker safety.
minimize environmental impact to soils, ecosystems and wildlife.
avoid disturbance to cultural sites.
promote existing recreational values.
minimize future maintenance.
provide road and/or water access to and from the trailheads.
maintain appropriate distances between campsites.
provide access to perennial water sources along the route.

To minimize the amount of necessary infrastructure along the trail, the NCT
route was also planned to use:
• beaches where safe.
• existing settlers’ trails.
• the most suitable ground types for inland trails.
Infrastructure Construction and Trail Clearing
The infrastructure construction and trail clearing phase of the NCT project
involved intense physical labor in a remote setting. All workers involved in the
project were individually trained in First Aid, map reading, compass use,
chainsaw and other tool use and were put through SFMI’s in-house
Occupational Health and Safety Program. As a result of proper training and
safe work practices, there were no serious injuries throughout three seasons of
work on the NCT.
Crews erected non-permanent base camps that would serve them, 7 days a
week, for up to 6 weeks at a time. Because of the “leave no trace” ethic, NCT
crews chose to use solar panels rather than gas or diesel powered generators
and therefore made do without electricity for the entirety of the project. Sound
camp management was very important; crews used portable bear proof food
containers, properly disposed of grey water, and kept immaculate camps in
order to avoid wildlife conflicts. NCT crews did not experience a single serious
wildlife encounter over three field seasons.

Base camp setups varied depending on site locations
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-Building the North Coast Trail The first stage in construction involved crews brushing out the flagged route
with power saws, brush saws and hand pruners. Minor adjustments to routing
would be made in the field to avoid areas with high water tables, large
windthrow patches, sensitive wildlife habitat and other obstacles that would
make future construction difficult or jeopardize ecological integrity within the
park.

NCT crews brushing trail and clearing windfalls

Next, crews worked with helicopters to coordinate long-line lumber drops from
carefully selecting staging areas to various inland sections of the NCT. Only
areas that had been determined to require high priority infrastructure during
the route planning phase were supplied with lumber. In order to accelerate
construction, SFMI pinpointed field locations (using GPS data collected during
the planning phase) and directed helicopters in from the ground, one load at a
time. Without this methodology, crews would have compromised personal
safety and wasted valuable time and resources moving lumber across difficult
terrain by hand.

Unloading packaged lumber at a staging site and long lining to the trail.

After lumber was in place, crews would choose a suitable location to set base
camp and build infrastructure, such as boardwalk and stairs, in both directions
from the camp. Long hikes would sometimes be necessary to reach a work site
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-Building the North Coast Trail and therefore camp placement became logistically important to reduce daily
travel times and increase production. As crews hiked to and from work sites
every day, the trail tread would be worked with saws and picks in order to
reduce time spent on trail grubbing. After 8 days of work, the field crew would
be flown out to the closest road location and replaced with a fresh crew to keep
construction going 7 days per week.
Trail crew supervisors would evaluate work plans and field situations by asking
these four questions, listed in priority order:
1. Safety: Is the work item safe for crews to perform and will it result in a
safe trail for hikers?
2. Environment: Will performing the work item harm the environment or
jeopardize ecological integrity within the park?
3. Quality: Will the work item result in a professional, high quality product
that can be achieved efficiently?
4. Cost: Is the work item planned in the most cost effective manner
possible?
All decisions were put through the “Safety-Environment-Quality-Cost Filter”
and work plans were revised if necessary.
SFMI developed a sediment and erosion control plan that was used during all
fieldwork on the trail. NCT crews also followed these guidelines in the field to
prevent or mitigate environmental impacts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain flexibility by allowing for changes to work plans due to weather,
stream flows, etc.
Use silt fencing at the base of streams where soil could be disturbed
causing erosion.
No refueling of equipment within 50 meters of any watercourse.
Use of biodegradable chain oil in power saws.
Disturbance of soils near any watercourse closely controlled and
monitored.
Use water bars and ditches where warranted to maintain natural
drainage and minimize erosion.
Avoid soil cuts when possible and use designs that elevate infrastructure
to reduce disturbance.
Leave a filter strip (undisturbed organic soil layer) as buffer between trail
and sensitive ecosystems.
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-Building the North Coast Trail Project Management
Effective project management of the North Coast Trail required a diverse set of
skills and individuals. SFMI’s range of expertise and experience allowed us to
transition between various roles and exercise flexibility at key moments of the
project.
Project management of the NCT required:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hiring crews
Scheduling of crews
Training of crews
Development of specific safety and environmental protocols
Creating short and long term work plans
Developing budgets
Accounting and Invoicing
Managing work initiative programs (JCP)
Purchasing materials
Designing facilities
Writing Requests for Proposals (RFP’s)
Evaluating proposals and proponents
Writing contracts
Managing subcontractors
Acting as liaison between client and government
Communications with the public, media, interest groups, government,
First Nations
Report and proposal writing
Formal presentations
Presentation style mapping
Design and production of promotional materials
Professional consulting and guidance
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-Trail Management Guide-

Trail Management Guide
This section of the report begins with a brief description of the NCT and
provides statistics, features and maps of the overall route. Management issues
and future improvements are then compiled into a prioritized list for the entire
trail. The first five pages of this section can be seen as a condensed version of
the NCT management guide.
The trail is then broken down into five segments with more detailed route
descriptions, statistics, photos and section maps. Management issues and
improvements are also reviewed on a section-by-section basis to provide
accuracy and clarity.

The North Coast Trail: Nissen Bight to Shushartie Bay
Trail Stats – North Coast Trail
Total Distance:
Beach Hike:
Inland Trails:
Hiking Time:
Difficulty Level:
Boardwalk:
Retaining Wall:
Stairs:
Campsites:

43.1 kilometers
18.1 kilometers
25.0 kilometers
5-7 days
Difficult
2263 meters
211 meters
822 meters
Laura Creek, Irony Creek, (Cape Sutil), Nahwitti River,
Skinner Creek, (Shushartie Bay).

Route Description – North Coast Trail
The North Coast Trail is a 43 km wilderness trail that traverses some of the
most spectacular and remote terrain found on Vancouver Island. The trail
begins at the western extent of Nissen Bight and heads east, skirting the
Nahwitti Cone and passing along the shore of Laughing Loon Lake at KM 2.8 3.1. The trail passes through the Dakota Creek drainage at KM 3.9 and
descends to the ocean for a short beach hike to Laura Creek. The Laura Creek
camp is at KM 7.0 and includes 4 tent pads, an outhouse and a bear proof food
cache.
From Laura Creek the NCT continues northeast along a cobble and boulder
beach. The route turns around Christensen Point at KM 10.3 and beach
substrates become finer. The trail heads inland at KM 12.9 in order to dodge
an impassible headland and continues to alternate between short inland trail
and beach walk until KM 15.6 where it turns south. The route stays inland for
approximately 1 kilometer until reaching the Stranby River cable car at KM
17.1. Crossing the river, the trail returns to the shoreline at beautiful
Shuttleworth Bight (KM 17.8). The Irony Creek campsite is located at KM 19.3
and includes tent pads, an outhouse and a food cache.
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-Trail Management GuideContinuing along the white sand of Shuttleworth Bight, the trail heads inland
and begins another series of short inland sections joining picturesque bays
until a longer inland trail at KM 22.4. Here, the route becomes more rugged as
a number of steep headlands must be crossed via inland trail in order to reach
Cape Sutil at KM 25.7.

Crews walked the beach and zipped across a cable car
on their commute from Shuttleworth Bight

Cape Sutil is characterized by long crescent beaches and open boggy forest.
The NCT heads east along the sand until moving up to an inland ridge trail that
takes hikers to another difficult, but short, series of headland trails. At KM
28.1 Long Leg Hill comes into view. More than 200 stairs carry the trail up the
hill gaining over 80 meters of elevation. The trail then stays inland along a
bench that continues until KM 29.5 where the trail heads south towards the
Nahwitti River lowlands. Following the bank of the Nahwitti, the trail continues
until KM 31.2 where the second cable car takes hikers across the river. The
trail turns sharply north and leads to the Nahwitti River camp at KM 32.1 This
campsite has tent pads, an outhouse and a food cache.
From the Nahwitti camp the trail continues east along a boulder beach and
then juts inland at KM 32.6. Just over a kilometer of inland trail leads to
Skinner beach. Black sands and beautiful views mark this section of the NCT.
The Skinner Creek camp at KM 34.4 has an outhouse and a food cache.
From Skinner camp the trail moves into the longest inland section of the NCT.
The Shushartie Overland Crossing is approximately 8.7 km in length and is
typified by thick peat soils and high water tables. The majority of boardwalk
construction took place along this section to minimize impact to the important
ecosystems of the area. At KM 41.0 the trail conditions change and the route
heads up and over a small knoll. After this climb its all downhill as the NCT
weaves its way through old growth forest to the eastern trailhead at KM 43.1.
The trail terminates at a small rocky point suitable for boat access.
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-Trail Management GuideManagement Recommendations and Future Trail Improvements North Coast Trail
1. Work Items Needing Attention Prior to 2008 Opening (High Priority):
The following work items were indicated by BC Parks staff as high priority and
should be completed by next spring.
•

Dock facility to be installed at Shushartie Bay adjacent to NCT eastern
trailhead.
o NVITS to acquire appropriate permits, dock materials, etc.
o SFMI to assist when needed.

•

Comprehensive signage plan to be designed by SFMI and reviewed by BC
Parks prior to installation.
o Installation scheduled for March-April 2008.

•

Hazard tree assessment to be performed by SFMI and reviewed by BC
Parks prior to danger tree removal.
o Assessments and falling scheduled for March-April 2008.

•

Perform Archaeological Impact Assessment (AIA) and construct campsite
at Shushartie Bay trailhead.
o Need to approach owner of private parcel adjacent to eastern
trailhead as this land is ideal for campsite/trailhead facilities.
o Dick Heath of BC Parks to make contact with owner of land.
o BC Parks may need to alter park zoning to accommodate new
campsite and trailhead location.

•

Approximately 3 km of trail west of Cape Sutil to be improved.
o Trail improvements scheduled for March-April 2008.

•

Cable Cars
o Engineers report detailing cable car inspection of June 2007 needs
to be submitted to BC Parks.
o Final inspection by SFMI crews and/or BC Parks staff needed
prior to trail opening.

•

Windfalls from the winter of 2007-2008 need to be cleared from various
locations along inland sections of trail.

•

Install rope from the high tide trail to provide access to Skinner beach at
KM 33.5
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-Trail Management Guide2. Trailhead Access (Medium/High Priority)
•

The existing parking lot at Cape Scott Provincial Park will need to be
expanded to accommodate for increasing numbers of park users due to
opening of the NCT.
o BC Parks has been actively examining options for the parking lot.

•

Road access to Shushartie Bay should be pursued.
o Road access to the eastern trailhead is necessary if the NCT is to
become a world-class hiking destination.
o The existing road to Shushartie Bay would need some level of
investment for upgrades and/or maintenance.
o Recommend SFMI performs a built road GPS survey in order to
generate an accurate map and provide data to determine the real
condition of the road.

3. Future Trail Improvements (Medium Priority)
•

Fly existing lumber from Nahwitti River staging location to various sites
within the park.

•

Boardwalk will need to be expanded on the Shushartie overland
crossing.

•

Stairs will need to be built along the Nahwitti Cone.

•

The log bridge at KM 2.0 will eventually have to be replaced by a
permanent bridge.

•

Perform AIA’s at Cape Sutil and Skinner Creek and construct full
campsite facilities.

4. Management Items (Medium Priority)
•

Discuss trail routing and usage with owner of private land near Stranby
River.

•

Foster cooperative relationship with First Nations to help promote
cultural interpretation and respect within the park.

•

Consider NCT fee increases in the future to fund ongoing maintenance
and trail improvements.
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-Trail Management Guide5. Maintenance Guidelines (Medium Priority)
Ongoing trail maintenance will become the single greatest challenge for
managers of the NCT. Winter weather, increased trail use and expected wear
will contribute to the need for a well planned and documented maintenance
schedule. Required costs for maintenance will be reduced if a regular
maintenance schedule is developed and includes:
•
•
•

Trail surveys performed by experienced personnel throughout the season
at regular intervals.
Use of standardized forms and data collection.
Creation of off-season work plans to minimize interruptions to hikers and
trail workers.
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-Trail Management GuideThe Nahwitti Cone: Nissen Bight to Laura Creek
Trail Stats – Nahwitti Cone
Total Distance:
Beach Hike:
Inland Trails:
Hiking Time:
Difficulty Level:
Boardwalk:
Retaining Wall:
Stairs:
Campsites:

7 kilometers
2.4 kilometers
4.6 kilometers
3-4 hours
Moderate
557 meters
174 meters
315 meters
Laura Creek

Route Description – Nahwitti Cone
The western head of the NCT begins at Nissen Bight. Nissen is accessed by the
Cape Scott Trail, approximately 15 kilometers or 5 hours hike from the Cape
Scott Park parking lot.
Nissen Bight is a spectacular sandy beach over 1 kilometer in length that is
popular with hikers during the summer. Nissen offers unlimited beach
camping opportunities, whale watching and panoramic sunsets. There is an
existing outhouse and bear-proof food cache on the west side of the beach and
a perennial water source located at the far eastern end which can be accessed
by a slippery headland hop or a short inland trail.

Sunsets and the beach at Nissen Bight

The NCT leaves Nissen Bight at the eastern side of the beach and immediately
begins to pick up elevation, leaving the sounds of crashing surf behind. A
rustic staircase spirals around an old hemlock tree and eventually pushes up to
level ground, continuing south over boardwalks and up more stairs. The trail
weaves through heavily wooded terrain and at KM 2.0 crosses a constructed log
bridge spanning a stream that eventually becomes the aforementioned water
source at Nissen Bight. This is a good place to fill water bottles as the stream is
moderately fast moving and easily accessible.
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-Trail Management Guide-

Constructing a log bridge at KM 2.0
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-Trail Management GuideThe trail begins to turn east and at KM 2.2 there is a culturally modified tree
that was identified during the Westland survey in 2004. This site also has
concealed evidence of the European settlers with signs of falling and a few fence
posts hiding in the nearby brush.
As the NCT continues to slowly ascend, the trees become stunted and the ocean
breeze pushes through the open landscape. Look north and the Nahwitti Cone
is visible, its volcanic shape the highest point on the horizon. The unusual pine
meadow at KM 2.5 is characterized by thick peat soils and high water tables. In
order to minimize degradation of these sensitive ecosystems from damage done
by the boots of hikers, over 150 meters of boardwalk was built through the
meadow.

Boardwalk winds through a pine meadow and stairs wrap around a steep knoll.

The NCT descends from the pine meadow and joins with the old settlers’ trail
where it passes the only large body of fresh water on the new trail, Laughing
Loon Lake, at KM 3.0. Over 250 meters of boardwalk line the edge of the mist
covered lake as the trail continues east, still following the settlers’ footsteps.

Views of Loon Lake
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-Trail Management GuideSoon, the trail turns to the northeast and enters the Dakota Creek drainage. At
KM 3.9, a small footbridge spans the most western tributary of Dakota Creek,
replacing a rotten corduroy bridge used by the settlers. The old bridge is still
visible a few meters upstream. Soon after, the terrain gets rugged and a second
tributary must be forded. Stable banks, coarse cobble substrates and relatively
low flows make this stream an ideal and safe ford location.

Decking bridge over the Dakota Creek tributary and stairs near the approach.

The trail continues until reaching the main channel of Dakota Creek at KM 4.7.
Here, it snakes down the side of a steep knoll via a series of stairs and retaining
walls built into the hillside and leads to a 25 meter long, constructed log bridge
that spans Dakota Creek.
From the Dakota crossing, the route heads up and out of the valley into a
scrubby forest with wet soils. Boardwalk is interspersed over about 800 meters
of level ground and eventually leads hikers back to the settlers’ trail and down
towards the ocean. A long staircase paralleled by retaining wall at KM 5.7
descends along the west side of a gulley with the old telegraph line and ceramic
insulators tacked to a series of trees 10 meters off the trail. A sense of history
is draped over this section of trail.
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-Trail Management Guide-

An insulator marks the spot where the old telegraph line used to run.

The intricate staircase ends and a short connector trail leads to a beautiful
sand beach tucked in behind a rocky point at KM 5.9. A creek flows out of the
forest and onto the beach providing a good source of fresh water.
Heading northeast along the coastline the beach turns to cobbles and
interesting rock formations abound further out towards the ocean. Less than a
kilometer up the beach, at KM 7, is Laura Creek camp, offering 4 raised tent
pads, a bear-proof food cache, an outhouse, and a great water source nearby.
The camp affords good protection from the northeasterly winds that can blow
relentlessly during the summer.
The unique geological formations and abundance of sea life around Laura Creek
will keep any curious hiker busily exploring for hours. The rocky pools
throughout the intertidal zone house thousands of anemones, crabs, starfish,
sculpins, corals and other slimy curiosities.

The intertidal zone near Laura Creek.
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-Trail Management GuideManagement Recommendations and Future Trail Improvements –
Nahwitti Cone
1. Nissen Bight Trailhead
The most important issue for the Nahwitti Cone section of the NCT is proper
management of the Nissen Bight trailhead.
At a minimum, the following items must be addressed at Nissen Bight prior to
opening the trail:
• Install signage including a NCT map with campsites, water sources,
dangers, emergency contact information etc.
• Construct an information shelter to post temporary signage and other
notices.
As trail use increases, additional facilities at Nissen Bight may be necessary,
such as:
• a visitor greeting center to house Park Facility Operators/B.C. Parks
Rangers, store maintenance equipment, allow for collection of fees and
distribution of important park use information.
• an outhouse and food cache on the eastern side of Nissen Bight, near
the water source.
2. Trail and campsite improvements
At a minimum, the following items must be addressed prior to opening the trail:
• Perform routine maintenance, including brushing and clearing, of all
inland trails.
• Perform hazard tree assessments at Laura Creek campsite and two log
bridges.
• Install eye bolts on tent pads at Laura Creek campsite (BC Parks
requirement).
• Install signage identifying Laura Creek campsite (BC Parks requirement).
As trail use increases, the following areas are anticipated to require additional
work:
• Re-paint interior of outhouse at Laura Creek campsite (BC Parks
recommendation).
• Construct boardwalk to outhouse at Laura Creek campsite (BC Parks
recommendation).
• KM 1.6 - KM 3.1: Approximately 150 meters of boardwalk needed to span
several wet sections of trail.
• KM 2.0: Constructed log bridge will eventually need to be replaced by a
more permanent structure. Lifespan will be determined by
environmental conditions and level of use.
• KM 4.5: Steep banks of Dakota drainage will need further chainsaw work
and stair building to overcome wear from trail users.
• Closely monitor ford at the Dakota Creek Tributary for signs of bank
failure, erosion, sedimentation, increased turbidity, etc.
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Trail Stats – Christensen Point
Total Distance:
Beach Hike:
Inland Trails:
Hiking Time:
Difficulty Level:
Boardwalk:
Retaining Wall:
Stairs:
Campsites:

12.3 kilometers
8.4 kilometers
3.9 kilometers
4.0-6.5 hours
Moderate
0 meters
0 meters
0 meters
Irony Creek

Route Description – Christensen Point
Departing from the Laura Creek camp, Christensen Point can be seen looming
in the distance, often surrounded by a veil of fog. This is the start of a long
beach hike that will eventually lead to one of the most scenic vistas on the NCT:
Shuttleworth Bight.

Hiking the rocky shore with Christensen Point in the distance.

The route begins with a beach ford across Laura Creek. Although this can be a
bit challenging, patience and a good walking stick will keep feet dry and spirits
high. After the creek, beach substrates become coarser as cobbles soon turn to
boulders and care must be taken to maintain good footholds along the slippery
rocks.
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northeast and a small ford is necessary to reach Christensen Point. This
section of beach hike is almost always passable but extremely high tides or
strong winter storms might present short delays to hikers who would be forced
to wait in the easily accessible forest just off the beach. Trees along the
shoreline show signs of the difficult growing conditions due to high winds and
crashing tides with their broken tops and massive burls. Christensen Point
seems to attract ocean flotsam, collecting treasures that range in diversity from
glass balls to cameras to aluminum boats.

A burled spruce tree along the coastline.

Rounding Christensen Point at KM 10.4, the NCT heads east and the boulder
beaches transition back to cobbles and pebbles making hiking easier. A water
source pours out of the forest at KM 11.5 and rock formations continue to
mesmerize as the route makes its way to the first short inland trail at KM 12.8.
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inland trails avoid tidal obstacles and join together a string of beautiful pocket
beaches. Sea stacks, sculpted rocks and tidal pools are some of the attractions
of this area. Weary hikers will find no shortage of great camping spots as many
of the beaches are protected and have perennial water sources close by;
however, the wolf tracks scattered along the beaches may make for a light
sleep.

Examples of pocket beaches between Laura and Irony Creek

The trail heads away from the ocean at KM 15.6 in order to dodge an impassible
rocky point and leads southeast into a dense second-growth forest towards the
Stranby River. The NCT parallels the west side of Shuttleworth Bight and then
leaves the cover of the forest, skirting the edge of a tidal lagoon. Trail
conditions get wetter and lead to the cable car crossing of the Stranby River at
KM 17.1.

Waves crash off Shuttleworth Bight while the mouth of the Stranby River stays calm.
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The Stranby River cable car.

Zipping across the cable car leads to another forested section and the NCT joins
with the old settlers’ trail to steer once again towards the sounds and smells of
the ocean. The trail exits the woods at KM 17.8 and breathtaking Shuttleworth
Bight spreads out for well over a kilometer to the northeast. Shuttleworth is a
rival to any North Pacific beach, with its deep crescent shape, white sands and
tropical feel. It is sure to become a favorite amongst hikers of the NCT.
Pushing through the sand, the Irony Creek camp facility awaits at KM 19.3.
There is an outhouse, a bear-proof food cache and 4 tent pads, which will likely
only be used if weather is poor as most hikers will choose to set up camp on the
inviting white sand. Just up the beach, Irony Creek provides a perennial water
source.
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The morning fog clears at Shuttleworth Bight.

Crescent shaped Shuttleworth Bight from the air.
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1. The Stranby Lodge
Near the mouth of the Stranby River, the NCT follows the original route set out
in the Westland report of 2004, skirting the edge of private land. In the
Westland report, it is stated that “the trail crew located survey pins and flagging
noting property lines and attempted to ensure that the trail route remained
within the park boundaries. However, it is important to note that BC Parks
should confirm the property boundaries of this inholding to ensure that the
final NCT route alignment avoids this private land”. SFMI crews also located
survey pins and using best available information, followed the Westland route
around the private parcel.
The Stranby Lodge is a large multi-room cabin located within the private land
on the west bank of the Stranby River. The lodge cannot be seen from any
section of inland trail but is visible from the beach. The lodge may be an
inviting sight to the eyes of weary hikers and some level of trespassing is
anticipated.

The Stranby Lodge
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Hardy resident (Brian Struble) to an individual living in Prince George. While
Mr. Struble was aware of trail construction and allowed crews to stay in the
cabin, it is unknown whether the new owner has information regarding the
scheduled opening of the trail, etc. SFMI’s attempts to contact the new owner
have been unsuccessful.
The following management issues concern the Stranby Lodge and the
associated private land:
•
•

•

Some level of communication and consultation should take place with
the present land owner.
It may be important to clearly mark property lines and install signage to
illustrate the limits of the park boundary and minimize the chance of
trespassing and vandalism. Cooperation with the land owner could
result in shared costs of the survey.
The NCT crosses a small stream that is used as a water source by the
Stranby Lodge. Cooperation with land owner could result in shared
costs for construction of a timber foot bridge to reduce impact to the
water source.

2. Stranby River Cable Car
MMJ Engineering installed both cable cars (Nahwitti River and Stranby River) in
2005 and, at the request of BC Parks, performed a routine inspection that
included some maintenance in June of 2007. The on-site engineer indicated in
the field that both cable cars were fully functional and safe but noted that
changing a bracket design would help to increase the lifespan by reducing
fraying of the pull ropes.
MMJ Engineering is currently preparing a formal report detailing the results of
the June inspection. In addition, they are completing a maintenance manual
and fabricating two new sets of pull rope brackets. When the report is received
and the following work items completed, the cable cars will be considered ready
to open.
In addition to the engineers report, these items need attention:
• Signage detailing safe use of the cable car.
• Hazard tree assessment of the immediate area.
• Final inspection (as detailed in forthcoming maintenance manual
produced by MMJ Engineering) by SFMI crews or BC Parks just prior to
opening the trail.
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At a minimum, the following items must be addressed prior to opening the trail:
• Perform routine maintenance, including trail brushing and clearing,
focused on KM 13.0 – 17.7.
• Perform hazard tree assessments at Irony Creek campsite and Stranby
cable car.
• Add eye bolts to tent pads at Irony Creek campsite (BC Parks
requirement).
• Install signage identifying Irony Creek campsite (BC Parks requirement).
As trail use increases, the following areas are anticipated to require additional
work:
• Construct boardwalk to outhouse at Irony Creek campsite (BC Parks
recommendation).
• Re-paint interior of outhouse at Irony Creek campsite (BC Parks
recommendation).
• KM 16.0 - KM 16.9: Construct approximately 100 meters of boardwalk to
span several wet sections of trail.
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Trail Stats – Sutil Scramble
Total Distance:
Beach Hike:
Inland Trails:
Hiking Time:
Difficulty Level:
Boardwalk:
Retaining Wall:
Stairs:
Campsites:

6.7 kilometers
4.8 kilometers
1.9 kilometers
3.0 – 4.5 hours
Very Difficult
0 meters
0 meters
0 meters
(Cape Sutil)

Route Description – Sutil Scramble
Heading north from camp the beach turns to pebbles and another ford is
necessary. Similar to Laura Creek, the Irony Creek ford is not difficult if care is
taken to find proper footholds. The last of Shuttleworth beach runs for less
than a kilometer to the first short inland trail, leading to another pocket beach
at KM 20.5 and more ocean views.

A pocket beach at KM 20.5
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to beach. The terrain becomes more challenging as Cape Sutil nears and the
sense of remoteness starts to set in. This area represents a true wilderness
experience for hikers, characterized by steep trail, thick salal and dense coastal
forest. As each headland is traversed and a new cove is discovered, there is an
opportunity to take a deep breath before scrambling up towards the next rocky
peak. A few of the small pocket beaches are suitable for tenting if tides are
cooperative and a couple of different water sources are available.

Protected bay at KM 23

The scrambling begins to slow at KM 24.2 and by KM 25.5 the trail opens onto
a cobble/sand beach on the west side of Cape Sutil. The northern end of Cape
Sutil is a Tlatlasikwala I.R. and to avoid disturbance the trail keeps to the
south, heading inland and crossing over the Cape.
This 450 meter section of trail and all of Cape Sutil is saturated in First Nations
culture. The sparse remains of the Nahwitti village rest on the northeast side of
the Cape while a series of overgrown trails create a maze throughout the area.
It becomes easy to imagine early peoples living in this area, watching the sun
set and gazing out towards the coastline of Hope Island and further away along
the mainland towards Cape Caution.
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beach. A water source is present at this spot and an outhouse has been
installed in anticipation of the area becoming a popular camping stop.

The east side of Cape Sutil.

The tip of Cape Sutil – the most northern point on Vancouver Island.
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was situated to avoid any impact to this resource and an Archaeological Impact
Assessment (AIA) was completed on the trail right-of-way and outhouse site.
The trail was deemed to have no impact on the surrounding culturally
significant area.

The evening view from Sutil with Weser Island in the foreground
and Hope Island in the background.

An example of a culturally modified tree near the trail that crosses Cape Sutil. This cedar
has had a test hole cut into it with an adze to determine whether the wood is sound.
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Sutil Scramble
1. Trail and campsite improvements
The hike from Irony Creek to Cape Sutil is the most rugged section of the NCT.
The terrain throughout this area is extremely challenging with numerous
pocket beaches divided by steep, impassible headlands making trail
construction difficult. Every effort was made to keep the route coastal, as per
the Westland Report, but some short sections may have to be considered for
reroute as the maintenance requirements of this existing trail route will be
considerable.
At a minimum, the following items must be addressed prior to opening the trail:
• Explore reroute options between KM 21.5 - KM 25 and,
• Establish preferred routes by spring 2008 if possible.
As trail use increases, the following areas are anticipated to require additional
work:
• KM 21-24: Construct approximately 100 meters of stairs and 150 meters
of retaining wall depending on final routing.
• Construct a campsite facility, including tent pads and food cache, on the
east side of Cape Sutil.
• Undertake required archaeological and hazard tree assessments of new
campsite location. SFMI has determined the best possible location for
the future campsite (see section map).
• Move existing Cape Sutil outhouse to the new campsite location as high
water levels are partially filling pit.
• Install interpretational signage explaining First Nations use of the area
should be installed to educate users and help to preserve the boundary
of the Tlatlasikwala I.R.
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Trail Stats – The Nahwitti Stretch
Total Distance:
Beach Hike:
Inland Trails:
Hiking Time:
Difficulty Level:
Boardwalk:
Retaining Wall:
Stairs:
Campsites:

8.4 kilometers
2.2 kilometers
6.2 kilometers
3.5 – 5.0 hours
Very Difficult
193.5 meters
0 meters
279.5 meters
Nahwitti River

Route Description – Nahwitti Stretch
The Nahwitti Stretch starts at Cape Sutil and leads to Skinner Creek, the last
stop before the final leg of the NCT to Shushartie Bay. The stretch has its
challenging moments but also rewards hikers with a glimpse at numerous
diverse ecosystems and special features.
Heading southeast from Cape Sutil, the beach walk lasts for about 800 meters
until the trail heads inland and follows a well beaten path up to a ridgeline.
The ridgeline trail affords beautiful views of the beaches to the west and carries
on until KM 27.5 where it descends to another pocket beach.

The beach 600 meters east of Cape Sutil
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After negotiating the second trail the NCT reaches Tripod Beach, where sea
stacks and rock formations rise up from the pebble coastline. There is a small
waterfall providing a place to rehydrate and even take a shower if desired. The
200 meters of hiking along Tripod Beach can be done at mid or low tide and
leads to the base of Long Leg Hill.

Two headland trails require a steep ascent.

Approximately 200 stairs are built into the steep grade of Long Leg Hill where
the trail quickly gains nearly 100 meters in elevation. The staircase includes
small platforms to help hikers catch their breath and take in the scenery.
At the top of Long Leg (KM 28.2) the NCT turns abruptly left and heads east
along a high forested bench and through cleared tunnels of salal, salmon berry
and wind throw. At KM 29.8 the trail crosses a small creek and slowly
descends southeast towards the Nahwitti River. The NCT continues to slope
downhill to a rushing stream contained within a sharp bedrock gulley. The
stream provides good drinking water and an opportunity for a nice photograph.
This can be an easy crossing depending on high water flows, either by fording
or along one of the windfalls spanning the channel.
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Crews worked hard to build stairs and platforms into the steep banks of Long Leg Hill

Examples of the finished product on Long Leg Hill
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stream and heads to the Nahwitti River lowlands, where it parallels the river.
This section of trail can become wet as it winds through the spacious second
growth spruce forest, eventually reaching the Nahwitti River bank at KM 30.6.
The NCT follows the river bank until fording a shallow channel at KM 30.8 and
returning inland. There is also a brushed high river trail that can be used if the
Nahwitti is experiencing unusually high flows. The high river trail is rugged but
follows the telegraph line, with insulators and other remnants hidden in the
surrounding trees.

Nearing the Nahwitti River

The inland trail quickly returns to the bank of the Nahwitti and heads south
until reaching the second cable car crossing at KM 31.3. After crossing the
wide river, the NCT turns north and maneuvers towards the beach. The trail
continues for 700 meters until reaching the Nahwitti River Campsite, situated
on the east bank of the river at KM 32.1. This campsite has 4 tent pads, an
outhouse and a bear-proof food cache. The Nahwitti River provides suitable
drinking water for hikers. The campsite is peppered with twisted and burled
spruce trees and near the river, sea life flourishes. It is common to see salmon
jumping in the mouth of the Nahwitti while seals play in the swells off shore.
Behind the campsite is an interesting lagoon where fresh water from the
Nahwitti River meets salt water from ocean high tides.
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A tributary to the Nahwitti River and a pair of old cabins near the mouth.

Tent pads at the Nahwitti River campsite

Outhouse at the Nahwitti camp.
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Nahwitti for 500 meters and then turns inland at KM 32.6. Here, the NCT
traverses through stunning old-growth forest and rejoins the settlers’ trail
amongst the towering giants. Up and over a series of stairs, the trek continues
uphill along the settlers’ trail with telegraph line overhead and old corduroy
road under foot. Boardwalk is plentiful where the trail gets wetter and a new
decking bridge provides a safe crossing over a small stream along the route.
Immediately to the left an old settlers’ bridge can be seen dissolving into the
creek.
The trail then turns down another staircase and leads to a ridge above Skinner
beach at KM 33.5. The view from this point is spectacular, as the long sandy
beach unfolds to the east, carrying the eye towards the final challenge of the
NCT - The Shushartie Overland Crossing.

The view from the ridge at KM 33.5 – Skinner Beach

Soon after the viewpoint, the trail heads down to the beach or, at high tide,
continues along the ridgeline. Most hikers will be drawn to the beach but those
who chose the high tide trail will be rewarded with a glimpse into history.
Boardwalks and small bridges along the rough trail lead past the remains of
two old homesteads. Rusting metal, tin cans, bottles and the mark of an old
foundation can be seen by the inquisitive eye.
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Remnants of a woodstove along the Skinner high tide trail

Both high tide trail and beach trail lead to the Skinner Creek campsite at KM
34.5. The campsite does not have tent pads but there are level, brushed
clearings in the woods just off the beach as well as a bear-proof food cache and
an outhouse. Most hikers will choose to tent on the beach which is practical in
all but the highest tides. Skinner Creek is a perennial water source located just
east of the campsite.
Skinner is a black sand beach and stories of settlers and gold panners swirl
around the area, adding to its mystique. Behind the beach are very high, steep
cliffs that display trees whose roots desperately clutch the upper banks in fear
of tumbling into the ocean. A number of streams pour off of these banks, the
resulting erosion creating caves and overhanging precipices.
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The Nahwitti Stretch
1. Stranby River Cable Car
MMJ Engineering installed both cable cars (Nahwitti River and Stranby River) in
2005 and, at the request of BC Parks, performed a routine inspection that
included some maintenance in June of 2007. The on-site engineer indicated in
the field that both cable cars were fully functional and safe but noted that
changing a bracket design would help to increase the lifespan of the pull ropes.
MMJ Engineering is currently preparing a formal report detailing the results of
the June inspection. In addition, they are also writing a maintenance manual
and fabricating two new sets of pull rope brackets. When the report is received
and the following work items completed, the cable cars will be considered ready
to open.
In addition to the engineers report, these items need attention:
• Install signage detailing safe use of the cable car and marking route from
crossing.
• Perform hazard tree assessment of the immediate area.
• Perform final inspection (as detailed in forthcoming maintenance manual
produced by MMJ Engineering) by SFMI crews or BC Parks just prior to
opening the trail.
2. Trail and campsite improvements
At a minimum, the following items must be addressed prior to opening the trail:
• Perform hazard tree assessments at Nahwitti River campsite and cable
car.
• Add eye bolts to tent pads at Nahwitti River campsite (BC Parks
requirement).
• Install signage identifying Nahwitti River campsite (BC Parks
requirement).
• Install rope from the high tide trail to provide access to Skinner beach at
KM 33.5
As trail use increases, the following areas are anticipated to require additional
work:
• Re-paint interior of outhouse at Nahwitti River campsite (BC Parks
recommendation).
• KM 27.6 - KM 30.1: Touch up bucking and clearing required.
• KM 30.5: Construct decking bridge across stream.
• KM 30.6: Construct 25 meters of stairs leading down from creek ridge to
lowlands behind Nahwitti cabins.
• KM 30.8 - 31.1: Construct 50 meters of boardwalk to span wet lowland
sections of trail.
• KM 31.2: Construct 5 meters of stairs on bank leading up from wet
lowland section of trail.
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Shushartie Bay
Trail Stats – Shushartie Overland
Total Distance:
Beach Hike:
Inland Trails:
Hiking Time:
Difficulty Level:
Boardwalk:
Retaining Wall:
Stairs:
Campsites:

8.7 kilometers
0 kilometers
8.7 kilometers
4 - 5 hours
Moderate
1512.5 meters
0 meters
327.5 meters
Skinner Creek, (Shushartie Bay)

Route Description – Shushartie Overland
The Shushartie Overland crossing is the longest stretch of inland hiking on the
NCT. Most of this section is upland bog, dominated by wet sphagnum peat
soils and stunted shore pine and hemlock trees that resemble bonsais. The
understory consists of typical bog plants such as Labrador tea, bog laurel and
skunk cabbage. The majority of infrastructure construction on the NCT took
place throughout this area, with nearly 20% of the trail covered in boardwalk.
Departing from the Skinner Creek camp, a quick beach ford of the creek is
necessary to access the trail heading east. The trail climbs a set of stairs built
into a steep bank 50 meters from the ford crossing and then levels off into a
spruce/hemlock forest overlooking Skinner beach.
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Dave Trebett and Ron Quilter ford Skinner Creek in November

The NCT quickly leaves the forest cover and at KM 35.3 enters the first bog
system of the overland hike. Boardwalk defines the trail as it snakes through
the bright red and pink hummocks of sphagnum, crossing small drainages and
continuing east.

Constructing boardwalk along the Shushartie Overland Crossing.

Boardwalk turns to stairs that climb up to a bench and another bog system at
KM 36.3. This pattern is repeated until a notable meadow at KM 38.1 where a
small clear stream bubbles under a decking bridge and the swamp opens up to
a lush grassy field.
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Grassy meadow at KM 38.1

At KM 41.5 the NCT leaves the bog behind, steadily climbing up and over a
knoll that provides stunning views in every direction. From here, the trail
descends towards Shushartie Bay, heading into the most notable stand of old
growth forest along the entire route. Giant spruce, hemlock and balsam trees
tower overhead while deer tracks can be seen heading off into the various game
trails. Another picture perfect view of the Shushartie Bay estuary is seen from
the edge of this forest.
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A helicopter extracts the NCT basecamp at Shushartie Bay.

As the trail nears the ocean, it follows a ridge line that twists towards a rocky
point on the west side of the Shushartie Bay. The sounds of sea birds can be
heard first as the trail heads to a rocky point midway up the western side of the
bay that will act as a pickup/drop off point for hikers traveling by boat or
floatplane.
The eastern trailhead of the NCT affords a view of the Shushartie estuary
without allowing hikers to easily access the sensitive intertidal ecosystems that
characterize this area. It is common to observe sea birds, seals and other ocean
life in the bay while black bears forage along the mouth of the Shushartie River
and along the foreshore. There is a perennial water source located adjacent to
the trailhead and suitable ground for a campsite; however, presently this area is
contained within a parcel of private land and cannot be accessed for park use.
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1. Shushartie Bay Trailhead
The most important issue for the Shushartie Overland section, and likely the
entire NCT, is proper management of the Shushartie Bay trailhead. Presently,
the trail has been routed to only allow access by boat or float plane at the
eastern trailhead until a suitable road access point is determined. Once the
best route for road access has been determined, a trail spur will need to be
constructed leading to the new parking lot.
Infrastructure must be installed at the Shushartie Bay trailhead to provide the
necessary access requirements, trail and park information, fee collection and
campsite facilities. Proper visitor management in and around this area is
necessary to provide safe and logical access to and egress from the NCT.
The Shushartie Bay trailhead presents a number of challenges including:
• Access management (water vs. road).
• Steep terrain surrounding the water access location making
construction of a campsite or other facilities extremely difficult.
• The presence of a small private land parcel immediately south of the
trailhead that contains some of the only suitable ground to construct a
campsite and other trailhead facilities.
The following items must be addressed prior to opening the trail:
• Initiate communications with private land owner.
• Negotiate land sale or permanent easement on the private land to
facilitate construction and installation of trailhead infrastructure.
• Install signage including a NCT map with campsites, water sources,
dangers, emergency contact information etc.
•
•

Install a self registration box and self registration envelopes.
Construct an information shelter to post temporary signs and other
notices.

As trail use increases, additional facilities at Shushartie Bay may be necessary,
such as:
• A visitor greeting center to house Park Facility Operators/B.C. Parks
Rangers, store maintenance equipment, allow for collection of fees and
distribution of important park use information.
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The Shushartie Bay estuary is an extremely sensitive area and likely the most
important wildlife habitat on the NCT. The area should be managed
appropriately. The following recommendations concern the estuary:
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain a significant buffer between the NCT and the Shushartie Bay
estuary.
Route any new trail sections so that they have the least amount of
impact on the intertidal zones of the estuary and the mouth of the
Shushartie River.
Contain any crossing of the Shushartie River to as small of an area as
possible.
Inform commercial operators providing access to the eastern trailhead as
to the sensitive nature of the area.
Provide interpretive signage that informs hikers as to the importance of
the estuary to promote responsible park use.

3. Trail and campsite improvements
At a minimum, the following items must be addressed prior to opening the trail:
• Perform hazard tree assessments at the Skinner Creek campsite.
• Install signage identifying Skinner Creek campsite (BC Parks
requirement).
• Construct campsite facilities at Shushartie Bay trailhead, including tent
pads, food cache and outhouse.
• Undertake required AIA of campsite area.
As trail use increases, the following areas are anticipated to require additional
work:
• Re-paint interior of outhouse at Skinner Creek campsite (BC Parks
recommendation).
• Undertake required AIA of Skinner campsite area and construct tent
pads.
• KM 35 - KM 42.3: Construct boardwalk as necessary along wet sections
of trail.
•
•
•
•

KM 41.1: Construct 10 meters of stairs.
KM 42.5: Construct 10 meters of stairs.
KM 42.8: Construct 20 meters of stairs interspersed from regen patch to
old growth bench area.
Construct southern trail spur to connect to future road access point once
determined.
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Final Comments
The North Coast Trail is poised to become one of the most spectacular coastal
hikes anywhere in the world. Its allure of beautiful beaches, rugged wilderness
and cultural heritage will make it a unique destination for local hikers, regional
enthusiasts and international adventure travelers.
This report has provided a detailed description of the methodologies used by
Strategic Forest Management in planning, constructing and managing the
North Coast Trail project. It has also broken the trail down into operational
sections and illustrated them in detail. Furthermore, short and long term
management directives have been supplied for each trail section with the goal of
creating a comprehensive, forward looking management plan for the North
Coast Trail. This plan is intended to be used by the Northern Vancouver Island
Trails Society to assess future funding priorities and best organize resources
around these goals.
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